
What the IQAC is : 

 

Established Academy Institutions - such as University, College and 

Research Institutes have fundamental avode objective stone foundation reflected in 

their monograph comprises with motto that reminds the mission and vision, 

exhorts and leads to achieve the objectives set by the University and the like. 

To achieve the objectives of the institution a number of academic 

programmes are run by its faculties. Innovative and progressive programmes are 

systematically channelized professionally. 

Internal Quality Assurance Cell recasts the prevailing progressive 

educational activities in its professional manner to fulfill aspiration of stake holders 

tuned with time demanded needs; through its excellent stratum, quality monitoring, 

quality management and applied strategic plan outcome. This very intrinsic gloria 

of quality assurance makes the extrinsic face value of the Academic Institution. 

Operating mode of Visionary IQAC Cell at Shree Somnath Sanskrit 

University :- 

After the establishment of Shree Somnath Sanskril University in 2005, the 

necessity of Internal Quality Assurance Cell was felt by the administration of the 

University. Consequently it was established very first in 20l5 to monitor the all 

over development of the University mirrored by academic development through its 

various quality steering up bodies to achieve its excellent performance and to 

assure its stake holders (that includes students, students' parents and society 

including funding agencies, teachers and the University staff.) 

The IQAC Cell of the University paves the way of translation of the vision 

and mission of the University into action under the constructive, innovative and 

exhorting guidance of a Intenal Quality Assurance Cell chaired by the Honorable 

Vice-Chancellor of the University. 

The IQAC of Shree Somnath Sanskrit University, marching on its visionary 

rout – work, pays its creative role 

(1) To develop the parameters of academic operational activities of the faculties 

and to apply the metrics set for qualitative academic out come. 



(2) It dissimilates the outcomes of successful programmes - related to academic 

quality upliftment through its regular discussion on the carpet of Committee. 

(3) It plans to organize the innovative academic programmes; such as work-

shop, seminar and the like and observe the promotion of quality-aura of 

faculties and its wide-ranged impression on the creative face of the 

University. 

(4) It also records and monitors the quality increasing measures of the 

University. 

(5) It works as a regulatory body in the matter of quality oriented academic 

activities. 

(6) IQAC manages to collect and analyses the feedback variants of students and 

acts upon on that basis for the betterment of quality sustanance. 

(7) IQAC pays attention on the Annual Academic Activities to record it. 

(8) IQAC pays special attention on the gradual maintenance of Sanskrit -culture 

prevailing on the premise of the University. 
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Objectives: 

 

These all focused functions of IQAC at Shree Somnath Sanskrit University 

reflect the following objectives to achieve:- 

(i) To ensure the timely following up the academic calendar that includes 

administrative and efficient execution of the academic activities. 

(ii) To manage for the qualitative performance of academic activities such as 

teaching - learning system and research activities. 

(iii) To manage the access to society to make aware of and acquainted with 

the Sanskrit language and literature through the special programmes of 

short-courses study materials such as personality development through 

Ramayana and the like. 

(iv) To assimilate modern teaching-learning system and use of the ICT-

method by teaching staff. 

(v) To think about the new mechanism for enhancing progressive steps in the 

propagation of Sanskrit language and literature. 

(vi) Development of mechanism for the focus on the interdisciplinary subject 

study for qualitative research works in Shastri disciplines. 

(vii) To facilitate the faculties for comparative and innovative studies. 

 

 

 

 

 



IQAC Cell Formation 

 

Fully authorized IQAC is a Cell comprises with Five members. The Chairmanship 

of the cell remains with the Honorable Vice-Chancellor of the University. 

Besides him a coordinator and a member secretary serve the IQAC cell with 

other 3 members from teaching staff nominated by the Honorable Vice-Chancellor 

of the University. It is here worthy to mention that a senior Professor nominated by 

the Honorable Vice-Chancellor takes the task of Co-ordination of IQAC. Generally 

the duration of the IQAC is of two years. 

By this way all meetings related are held and plans are produced for 

discussion in the assembly of IQAC on the basis of outcome of the applied 

measures of Internal Quality Assurance Cell. 

For the better and effective management; IQAC - Cell spreads its net works 

through various working cells as mentioned here under -  

(1) Women Redressal Cell/Committee 

(2) Student’s Redressal Cell/Committee 

(3) Anti Ragging Cell/Committee 

(4) Alumni Cell/Committee 

(5) Vakyarth Parishad 

(6) Vag-Vardhini Sabha 

(7)  Student and Staff Welfare Cell 
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